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INTRODUCTION
In 2017, EPTO celebrated 21 years
of developing a unique expertise in
combining peer training, experiential
learning and diversity education, and
growing into a youth-led, professional
and sustainable organisation.
Our accomplishments in 2017
reflected an interactive planning
process between member
organisations, board, general assembly
representatives and the executive
team of EPTO.

ABOUT EPTO
A powerful vision of youth leadership: “People enjoy learning from each other how to
embrace their differences and realize their unique potential.”
The European Peer Training Organisation (EPTO) uses peer training, experiential
learning and diversity education to create highly participatory, experiential
and interactive environments where youth develop self-awareness, genuine
communication, impactful engagement, metacognitive abilities and competences of
leadership, facilitation, role-modelling and project management.
EPTO’s target group is European youth from 16 to 35 years-old: mostly youth leaders,
social workers, trainers, educators, activists, etc. We focus on serving beneficiaries who
could have a multiplier effect, transforming their learning experience into social action,
by raising awareness of their peers and initiate projects in their own environments.
EPTO members are catalysts for peer education. They may train their peers themselves
or create the conditions for peer education to happen between young people through
training, mentoring and coaching, creating a snowball effect.
Through its activities, EPTO supports the work of its members, peer trainers and youthserving organisations all over Europe. In partnership with numerous local and national
associations, youth leaders from several European countries have been trained
and certified in raising awareness of different expressions of identity and diversity,
addressing all forms of discrimination and advocating for more inclusive environments,
resulting in an impact on thousands of young people. Over the next decade, EPTO will
continue to grow as the reference for peer education in Europe.
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2017 AT A GLANCE
EPTO’s activities in 2017 can be
structured around a few areas of
focus: social inclusion (diversity,
antidiscrimination and peace), lifelong
learning (school engagement, early
school leaving and employability),
capacity building of youth-serving
organisations to implement peerto-peer approaches, promotion of
peer education as an approach to
social change, and activities aimed at
strengthening EPTO as an organisation
and its membership.
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OBJECTIVES 2017
strengthening membership and cooperation
within the EPTO network, through a series of
innovative tools, services and programmes;

supporting peer-led workshops and
grassroots peer education projects by and
for young people;

deepening and compiling our pedagogical
expertise in peer education and human
diversity;
advocating for the impact of peer education
on youth participation, employability and
wellbeing;
making EPTO better known, recognized and
sustained for the quality of its work, and
becoming the European reference for peer
education.
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SOCIAL INCLUSION

PAIRS & REPÈRES (Peers & Perspectives)
A Brussels-based initiative which brought together 16 youth from all backgrounds to reflect on issues
of diversity and inclusion, and take action for the betterment of their communities, shaping an inclusive
future for their home city. The project concluded with a celebratory and dissemination event.

300
people

8,8k

views

19k

350

2,1k

Scan to watch the video

directly reached

Final
video
15’32
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SOCIAL INCLUSION
with
Shirin Ebadi
Nobel peace
prize laureate

PEACEJAM
3 teacher trainings

For teachers
& social workers

30

120 pupils
23 mentors
21 teachers
& youth leaders

EPTO supported PeaceJam in expanding the network of
secondary school students and teachers, as well as local
youth organisations in Belgium and the Netherlands, by
organising 3 teacher trainings and a youth conference where
the Peace Nobel Laureate Shirin Ebadi and young university
students mentored young people in leading acts of peace.

200

participants

CONFEREN
CE
YOUTH

The PeaceJam Youth Conference gathered 200 people in youth conference (120
pupils; 23 mentors; 21 teachers and youth workers) and we supported training
about 30 teachers and youth-workers who will implement the curriculum in
their classes, reaching an estimated amount of 500 pupils in Belgium and the
Netherlands. During 2017, we have secured a 3-year grant to support scaling up
PeaceJam in Europe.

“ ”

500 pupils

in Belgium & Netherlands

“I learned that everywhere in the world there is
something that unites us: the fact that we want
to progress in a better world. That gave me the
courage to move forward.” (age 18)

“It made me more
aware of certain problems in our communities and showed me
that anyone can make
a change.” (age 17)

“I want now to spread
awareness and encourage others to be more
open-minded.” (age 16)

“I learned to never give
up despite difficulties
that may come our
way.” (age 16)

IN RETROSPECT
A 1-year project gathering youth workers from 7 countries in the EU
and the Balkans to tackle the impact of the media on public opinion
during the Yugoslav wars. It consisted in a field research with audio
and video interviews, the creation of a daily newspaper archive and
the production of a documentary movie promoted through local
events in each country as well as a final conference in Novi Sad (RS).
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VELOPMENT
IN DE
With:

GRANTED!

Belgium
Greece
Luxembourg
Romania
The Netherlands
United Kingdom

-

PEACEJAM EUROPE

“It helped me see what
I have and that I can
change the future, I am
capable.” (age 16)

SOCIAL INCLUSION

PEERS FOR PEACE

A cycle of two 6-day trainings meant to raise youth workers’ awareness about the challenges of religious
diversity, and to provide them with pedagogical tools to tackle discrimination, exclusion and extremism.
10 local workshops involving 17 facilitators and 95 young participants were organised between the
2 trainings (from June to November 2017) in Belgium, Croatia, Estonia, Hungary, Italy, Macedonia,
Slovenia, Spain and the United Kingdom
Discover Tartu: Exploring
the Diversity of Beliefs , Tartu (EE)

Peers for Peace, Liège (BE)
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“All the activities went well, some better
than others but in general was a very nice
experience with people, they were super open
to dialogue and very confident. We could do the
activities and talk about the issues.”

Religious Diversity Workshop 6
Aberystwyth (GB-WLS)

Peers for 10
Peace

6 hours practice,
Budapest (HU)

“We managed to get together a very diverse group,
people were interested in the event and participated
actively in the sessions. They enjoyed the workshop in
general and were pretty open, considering how little
time was given to get to know each other.”

“The instructions
were clear, some
interesting discussion arose.”

27
PEER

AWARE

Level 1

Peers for Peace 10
Training of Humanitas

(EPTO certification : TAT)

Arad (RO)

Global Education Trainers,
Ljubljana (SI)

18
PEER

“All implemented
activities went well and
the participants are
really interested to try
also the other activities
presented in Romania.
We are already planning
the second training after
the TTT in Macedonia to
present the rest of the
activities.”

"Desmontando estereotipos" Barcelona (ES)

12
(Breaking stereotypes: a workshop to prevent
Islamophobia and hate speech)
“The participants highlighted how much they learned
about religion. Their feedback pointed out that they were
not aware of most of the information about religion that
we provided and they were thankful about that. Most of
them were willing to attend a second workshop that focuses more on identifying, debating and fighting against
the religious stereotypes and hate of speech.”

15

certified

Level 2

(EPTO certification : TTT)

Struga (FYROM)

Culture in dialogo

10

Modica (IT)
“Every activity went well. The
group was interested in the
topic and they felt curious about
other religions. They expressed
themselves in a respectful way
and they listened each other,
debating in a fair way.”
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Workshops on
antidiscrimination
& extremism,

Skopje (FYROM)

“I think we picked
really nice activities
that enabled the
participants to really
learn something new
and understand what
we were trying to
teach them. I believe
that we also managed
to create a safe and
open environment
where they were able
to fully and openly
express their opinion
and to engage in the
discussions.”

Dealing with
12
differences
Split (HR)

“We had a diverse
group with less
knowledge about other religions and they
had the opportunity
to learn new things.”

The EmPact model applied to the project “Peers for Peace” enabled our partner organisations to
complete a cycle of training young people. 27 have completed the level 1 Awareness Training, and of
these 18 have completed the Training-of-Trainers, becoming EPTO certified Peer Trainers.
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LIFELONG LEARNING

POTENTIAL FOR LIFE
Young people mentor their younger peers in secondary schools, in exploring their strengths and their
optimal ways of learning. We have concluded 3 local pilots, produced a prototype manual translated
in four languages, and created videos that illustrate the experiences of young people. The project
concluded with a multiplier event bringing together several stakeholders.
3
video
tutorials

MANUAL
in 4
languages

Potential
for Life

English, French, Romanian, German

“

”

“I am becoming more confident. I start by reflecting first, and
then I can do things.”
“We’ve known each other for a long time. But we know each
other better now, and we help each other study.”

“I’ve been in several different schools, but I’ve never learned
anything like this.”

Action research results show:
• An increase in students’ confidence and self-knowledge, the
quality of peer relationships
• The “Peer Effect” developed as participants learned to trust
each other
• Participants were more conscious of their learning preferences and were better able to organise themselves
• Further work is needed for students to develop stronger
skills for self-advocacy to achieve a broader change
10

Pupils
interviews
video
8’30

Scan to watch the video

LIFELONG LEARNING

BOUGE ET DÉCROCHE TON JOB (Move and land your job)
EPTO became involved in the field of youth employability through this project, which
continued in 2017 with transnational partner meetings. The project prepares young early
school leavers to engage in a learning mobility experience, with the aim of developing their
skills in a particular professional field of their interest.

“

-

”

“ Very enriching, we learn from both a personal and professional point of view, these multicultural
meetings encourage us to go towards other people”

“It is a very very good experience that I recommend to all young people who want to find their way ”
“I am shy, the group helped me to communicate, to project myself into the future and to believe in me”

CAPACITY BUILDING FOR YOUTH-SERVING ORGANISATIONS

LOCAL TRAININGS & WORKSHOPS

EPTO consolidated its training and capacity building offer to other youth-serving organisations
and led training events in Belgium, on various topics: intercultural communication;  islamophobia;
LOCAL TRAININGS
with
with
with CEJI
& LOCAL
WORKSHOPS diversity and
teambuilding;
& IFC
multiculturalism; religious diversity
CRIPEL

4

36 Islamophobia
WORKSHOPS

“

For social workers

with
PROJEUNES

1

20 Diversity

TRAINING

For social workers

“EPTO and its trainer, Kévin, delivered a training
in interculturality for the platform of Holiday
Centres. This training was extremely rich in tools,
reflections, experiences and exchanges. The
participants now have action plans to work with
the young animators of Holiday Centres they train.
Thanks to EPTO for its professionalism! ”
Delphine, training coordinator of ProJeuneS asbl

1

14 Religious Diversity
WORKSHOP

For teachers
& social workers
with

ATOUT Projet
& IFC

2

SOLIDARCITÉ

8

1Inner Diversity
TRAINING

For young people
17-20 years old
with

AIJA & UHDR

2

28 Diversity

25 Team building

For Teachers
& social workers

For Employees

WORKSHOP

WORKSHOP

“ We delivered a training with Luis from EPTO.
The training project of our Extrapreneurs was
difficult, but professionalism and human depth
were beyond our expectations. We know that
this first experience is the beginning of a great
adventure! This day was a real added value for
the group dynamics. ”
UHDR
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TOOLS FOR PEER EDUCATION

TOOLKIT FOR QUALITY PEER EDUCATION
Great investment was made
to allow broader access to
knowledge on peer education.
During 2017, our peer education toolkit was translated in 7
languages (English, French, Romanian, Hungarian, Slovenian,
Albanian, Finnish) by partner
and member organisations.
The toolkit is available as free
FREE DOWNLOAD
download in EPTO’s website.
There is an accompanying vid- in 7 languages
eo that explains the basics of English, French, Albanian, Romanian, Slovenian, Hungarian, Finnish
peer education, also subtitled
in several languages.
who downloaded it ?

1 download
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Promotional
video
2’10

50 downloads

VISIBILITY & DISSEMINATION
Our approach to ensuring visibility and dissemination also became more decentralised. A news item for
almost all EPTO related activities is available on EPTO’s website (www.epto.org) and social media. It gathers
events coordinated by EPTO in Brussels, but also by the members and partners.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Our Social Media has increased considerably in 2017.
Facebook has 1687 followers (15% increase in relation to 2016);
Twitter has 264 followers (15% increase in relation to 2016);
LinkedIN has 84 followers (45% increase in relation to 2016);
Instagram has 166 followers (32% increase in relation to 2016).

Public Relations
Learning for
Well-being
Community
meeting
Caux (CH),
January

40

European
Solidarity Corps
Stakeholder
Forum
Brussels (BE),
April

400

King Baudouin
Foundation
- Spring of
Philanthropy
Brussels (BE),
May

200

Working
Conference on
the European
Solidarity Corps
Berlin (DE),
May

35

EACEA Thematic
Cluster Meeting
on Social
Inclusion
Brussels (BE),
October

132

DISSEMINATION
PRESS
A five-page article written by EPTO staff
about peer education, EPTO activities
and methods in the magazine “la revue 
de l’observatoire” (Creators of
exchanges and transversality in the social
sector)  n°91 - June 2017

Testimonials

video
10’01

“I had the chance to come to a training this year in Maribor, (...) and it was
probably the happiest week of this year, because that is the week where I felt
the most productive and creative in my thinking” Ildi
“It changed something inside myself and it showed me that we can really make a
difference in this world” Mihail
“You go in the EPTO network and it is global now! And not in the bad way! You
learn about education in other countries... it doesn’t need to be the big things
but your point of view is huge now. Yeah that is what EPTO does.” Josephin

Scan to watch the video
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Membership
The development of the organisation in 2017 is demonstrated by the growth in its membership and
partnerships. By the end of 2017, EPTO had 24 member organisations (9 renewals; 15 new members in
relation to 2016), spread across 14 countries (with 50% new countries in relation to 2016).
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Membership
Member organisations
4motion
Education for social change

Luxembourg

AMO Reliance
Social and educational care

Belgium

Humanitas
Slovenia
Centre for Global learning and Cooperation

APPR
Association of Romanian Professional
Psychologists

Romania

IIS Mariano Fortuny
Italy
Community of the development of informal
channels of learning

Associação Par
Portugal
Education and Training, Community Development
and Health Promotion

Island Panorama
Iceland
Fight against all forms of discrimination

Garîgãs Izglîtîbas Centrs
Spiritual education center

LECS
Romania
League for education, Culture and Sport

Associazione Attiva-Mente
Italy
Voluntary initiative by young people and active
participation in the society

Ofensiva Tinerilor
Romania
European mobility opportunities for youngsters

Confédération parascolaire
Belgium
Encourages young people to be responsible,
active, critical and supportive citizens.

Organizatia Tinerilor cu Initiativa 		
Romania
Involve young people from different countries,
improve the projects quality with global
perspectives

Center for Promotion and Social Development
Albania
Rights and interests of children, young people,
women and marginalized groups

Seiklejate Vennaskond
Estonia
Youth and civil society organization, which
connects active adventurous people together.

Dev Aid
Albania
Support and representation of developing
communities

The Institute of Clinical Sexology and
Psychotherapy
Romania
Field of sexology, psychotherapy, psychiatry,
pedagogy, media and law

Dunare.EDU
Romania
International cooperation in the field of youth
Ekumbasi
Individual and collaborative learning

Latvia

Belgium

Volunteers centre Skopje
Macedonia
Non-formal educational possibilities to the young
people, in different fields.

FDYS
Ireland
FDYS works with young people in County Wexford
to support them in realising their full potential.

Zavod Voluntariat
Slovenia
Opportunity for international volunteering &
informal learning all around the world

Fórum Társulat
Hungary
Theater troupe engaged in education, drama,
improvisation, training.
FYCA
Armenia
Federation of Youth Clubs of Armenia unites more
than 100 youth clubs and organisations.
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ORGANISATION & network development
The development of the organisation in 2017 can be assessed in multiple dimensions. A very immediate
one relates to the geographic outreach which extended to 27 countries (66% from EU). Another dimension
of development is related to the aims and fields in which projects took place.
EPTO has a long standing practice of applying peer education methodology to addressing issues of
discrimination and promoting social inclusion (e.g. A World of DifferenceTM, PeaceJam).
In 2017, EPTO extended its portfolio by applying peer education to lifelong learning and personal
development (i.e. Potential for Life), employability (e.g. Bouge et Décroche ton Job) and entrepreneurship
education (i.e. developing a consortium to lead a series of workshops on the theme).
EPTO also had a greater mix of local, Belgian-based activities (i.e. PeaceJam Belgium, Pairs et
Repères, local training) and international activities (i.e. PeaceJam International, Peers for Peace, Potential
for Life, Bouge et Décroche ton Job).
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ORGANISATION & network development
There has been a shift from obtaining support for, and coordinating, projects within one year term to longer
term projects (i.e. Peace Jam, Potential for Life, Bouge et Décroche ton Job). Also a shift in EPTO’s role,
now more focused on facilitating others in organising and delivering educational activities, and offering the
needed capacity building for successful implementation.
Finally, in 2017 EPTO developed its new 3-year strategic plan until the year 2020. The new
strategic orientation focused on creating impact in Europe in the fields of lifelong learning and
social inclusion, by offering specific peer-to-peer approaches to organisations serving young people
(including schools). As foundation for these areas of focus, a great emphasis is put in modelling great
organisational practice, strengthening membership as a movement for social change offering capacity
building for youth organisations.

27

countries
involved
Albania
Armenia
Belgium
Croatia
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Kyrgyzstan
Latvia
Luxembourg
Macedonia
Portugal
Romania
Spain
Serbia
Slovenia
Switzerland
The Netherlands
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

2
me
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STAFF & BOARD
STAFF

Julie Godfroid

Patnership Builder    

Kévin Haddad

Educational Coordinator  

Cathy Del Rizzo

Project Manager  

Luís Manuel Pinto

Educational Programme Developer    

Florence Saâdi

Communication Officer    

Jacqueline Tordoir

PeaceJam Europe’s Programme Coordinator

Julia Galaski

Project Manager  

BOARD
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Gary Diderich
Chairman

Sorin Buruiana
Secretary   

Daniel Kropf
Advisory Body Delegate

Robin Sclafani
Vice-Chair   

György Benedek
  Pedagogical Development

Agnieszka Krajewska
Budget Coordination

Karim Chokrani
Treasurer

Rudina Canaj
Pedagogical Development

Karine Teow
Impact Measurement

Adrian Hristescu
  Membership Development

Volunteer support collaborators to the
board without mandate

PARTNERSHIPs

FUNDING SOURCES
We would like to thank our generous funders and donors:
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